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Universal Laws of Energy 

If you want to learn how to move energy, you first must learn the 

laws that govern the movement of energy. Laws apply irrespective 

of the belief, attention, or importance you give to them. They are 

universal and impersonal. To be effective in moving energy, make 

sure you are aligned with each of the laws.  

I’ve gathered the laws into four groups: 

1. Essence 

2. Change 

3. Wholeness 

4. Manifestation 

Group 1: Essence 

The Law of Oneness – Everything in the universe is an out-

picturing of the universal energy field.  Because everything is 

part of this field, everything is connected. Some things are 
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moving more slowly than others (for instance, tables move more 

slowly than you do), but everything is composed of and 

enlivened by the same basic source of energy. 

The Law of Conservation of Energy -- Energy may be 

transformed from one form to another, but it cannot be created 

or destroyed. It never disappears, only changes form. This is 

true even after death. Death then becomes a state of spiritual 

disembodiment rather than an end to life. 

The Law of Love – Love is universal energy in its purest, most 

powerful state. Likewise, universal energy is pure, 

unconditional love.  

The Law of Vibration/Resonance – Everything in the universe 

has a frequency of vibration. Objects that are vibrating at the 

same frequency will cause each other to vibrate together 

through the principle of resonance. Unlike most other things in 

the universe, humans can raise or lower their vibration at will.    
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The Law of Purpose – Everything has a divine purpose which 

affirms the circle of life. This purpose is always positive, life-

affirming, and integral (meaning that it does not go away or 

change). 

Group 2: Change 

The Law of Change/Perpetual Transmutation – Everything is 

constantly changing. Energy from the formless realm is 

constantly flowing into the material world and taking form. 

This energy is limitless and inexhaustible. As old forms are 

exhausted, they give way for new forms to emerge from the 

invisible hidden energy of the universe. 

The Law of Cause and Effect/Karma – Every action has an 

equal and opposite reaction or consequence. Newton's third law 

of motion, the law of action/reaction, is an extension of this law. 

(For every action there is an equal and opposite reaction.) 
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The Law of Evolution – All beings are naturally programmed 

to constantly grow into a higher form of expression.  

The Law of Non-Resistance – Resistance blocks change, 

growth, and positive evolution. Newton’s first law of motion, 

which speaks of inertia, is a reflection of this law. (Every object in 

a state of uniform motion tends to remain in that state of motion 

unless an external force is applied to it.) 

The Law of Rhythm – Everything has a rhythm and cycle of 

life.  

Group 3: Wholeness 

The Law of Abundance – There is an infinite supply of 

everything in the universe.  

The Law of Pure Potential– Everything and everyone carries 

infinite possibilities.  
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The Law of Correspondence – Everything that is seen on the 

micro level can be seen on the macro level, and vice versa. Also, 

everything that is seen in the physical realm also exists in the 

spiritual or energetic realm.  

The Law of Polarity – Everything has an opposite. Both parts 

together form a greater whole. 

The Law of Relativity – Nothing can be judged as good or bad. 

Everything and everyone exists along a continuum of points 

which are defined only relative to each other. 

Group 4: Manifestation 

The Law of Attraction – You can only access what is available 

at the vibrational level where you exist. You can change your 

vibration at will, but to live in a higher vibration you must 

remove lower vibrational elements.  
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The Law of Intention – Directing energy as intention is the first 

step in the process of creation.  

The Law of Flow – Energy moves freely unless it is blocked. But 

when it is blocked from going out, it is also blocked from 

coming in. For instance, giving creates an ability to receive. 

The Law of Action – Action must be taken in order to result in 

manifestation. This is reflected in Newton’s second law of 

motion, the law of force. (The relationship between an object's mass 

m, its acceleration a, and the applied force F is F = ma. Acceleration 

and force are vectors (as indicated by their symbols being displayed in 

slant bold font); in this law the direction of the force vector is the same 

as the direction of the acceleration vector.)  

The Law of Detachment – Attachments create resistance. 

Detachment allows the process of evolution to occur without 

obstacle. For instance, letting go of the way one believes events 

should occur clears resistance to the way they will naturally 

occur.  
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Hidden Ways We Sabotage The Laws 

Avoiding looking at problems (low energy vibrational states 

in your life). 

Problems are challenges we need to resolve inside of ourselves 

to move into a higher vibrational pattern. In order to solve 

problems, you have to look at them directly from a positive 

light. Denial does not work.  

Being out of integrity with others. 

This creates bad karma, which attracts negative circumstances 

and holds you back from moving forward. Because we are all 

One, it is important to maintain healthy relationships in your 

life. Always seek win-win solutions. 
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Working from the rational mind instead of from the universal 

mind. 

Thought patterns, which come from your beliefs and 

conditioning, are very different from the Universal Mind, which 

is a greater thinking faculty that comes through your spirit. 

There is a conscious and unconscious part to each of these. You 

do not have to be conscious of the Universal Mind to be 

influenced by it.  

Not focusing equally on the inner and outer work. 

Some people will just meditate and feel good without taking 

action. Others work constantly and don’t take the time to 

breathe, be centered, and enjoy life. You need both to get 

results.  
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Inhabiting only cosmic planes, not the Earth plane.  

Disconnecting from reality will not get you what you want. 

Especially in the spiritual communities, many people focus on 

feeling good and accessing that sense of oneness. Developing 

only the upper chakras causes the energy field to look like a 

reverse pyramid where the spiritual aspects are very developed 

and the physical aspects are underdeveloped. In order to get 

what you want, you must live in the Earth plane and be in the 

present moment. 
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Kimberly has been a teacher trainer on the international level; a nomad 
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shows; and a single mom. Now a successful entrepreneur, Kimberly is 

location independent, works from home 90% of the time, and is free to 

travel as she chooses and take as much vacation as she likes. FEMA has 

used her expertise for crisis management on two occasions of national 

disaster. She's coached and led groups from Italy, Costa Rica, Panama, 

Maui, and the deck of a sailboat floating in the Caribbean. In her spare 

time she does yoga, meditates, weaves, and studies the most current 

information in brain science and social innovation. 

 


